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From: 	 H <hrod17@clintonemail.com > 

Sent: 	 Monday, January 18, 2010 3:29 PM 

To: 	 'millscd@state.gov'; Diane Reynolds 

Subject: 	 Re: Glad you're there 

Questions arising from press reports: 

Why can Israel set up a full field hospital w operating rooms and the US military can't/won't and only offers surgery on 

the Carl Vinson which has to fly patients over and even flew Sanjay Gupta there to do an operation since they did not 

have a neurosurgeon? 

If we are going to start air drops of food from C-130s as Jim Jones advocates, do we have Haitians on the radio 

explaining that's what we're doing and asking that people proceed calmly because a lot of meals will be dropped every 

night? 

Have the Haitians agreed to more food sites yet? 

Are our troops starting to provide more security at food and medical sites? Will they stay at Paul's hospital overnight? 

	Original Message 	 
From: Mills, Cheryl D <MillsCD@state.gov> 
To: H; Doug Band; Justin Cooper; 	cheryl.mills 

	

MMezvinsky 	  

Cc: Mills, Cheryl D <MillsCD@state.gov> 

Sent: Mon Jan 18 14:26:18 2010 

Subject: Re: Glad you're there 

    

    

 

<cheryl.mills ; Diane Reynolds; MMezvinsky 

 

    

    

    

Just leaving the hospital. 

Really rough and sad. 

Mark Paul and others doing the Lord plus 10 work 

I sent Keen an email re no security. 

Troops just arrived so the hopefully they will be able to keepb doctors there tonight around the clock. 

Cdm 

	 Original Message 	 

From: H <HDR22@clintonemail.com> 

To: Doug Band < Justin Cooper < ); 'cheryl.mills 

<cheryl.mills 	  Diane Reynolds < ; 'MMezvinsky 

<MMezvinsky 

Sent: Mon Jan 18 14:22:08 2010 

Subject: Glad you're there 

PI give me periodic updates about what you're seeing and doing. Love to all. 
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